
defensive programming
Defensive programming is a preemptive process designed to help validate preconditions, 
postconditions and invariants in a program by identifying sections of a program which could be 
encapsulated in a “self-checking” wrapper. This may involve checking arguments to a function 
for validity before execution of the body of the function of checking incorrectly constrained input. 
The latter relates to inspecting inputs for validity before processing continues. For example, two 
commonly overlooked errors relate to “divide-by-zero” and log(0). It is easy to use defensive 
programming to “rewrite” these functions.

double Log(double x)
{
    if (x == 0)
        return 0;
    else
        return log10(x);
}

double div(double n, double d)
{
    if (d == 0)
        return 0;
    else
        return n/d;
}

This allows any errors relating to the calculation of log(0) to be trapped and handled in an 
appropriate manner, well before it becomes a program failure at runtime. It can also be used in 
situations where the programming language contains harmful constructs such as C’s dangling-
else problem. The “dangling else” is a very common and subtle logic error found in the flow of 
control of a nested if statement. Since a compiler ignores indentation,  it matches an else clause 
with the most recent unmatched then clause.

if (a > 0.0)!
    if (a > maximum)
        maximum = a;
else
    minimum = a;

The following small change in the if statement solves the problem (use braces to enforce an 
association:

if (a > 0.0){
    if (a > maximum)
        maximum = a;
}
else
    minimum = a;



Another example of defensive programming occurs in validating input. For example, what 
happens if scanf() doesn’t succeed in reading input? For example consider the following code:

! int a;
! scanf("%d",&a);
! printf("%d",a);

Now if a user enters the character “d” instead of an integer, we get the following result:

! 2147332096

A better way would be to create a function which checks the input, and disposes of it if it isn’t 
correct:

! int get_int(void)
! {
!     int input;
! !  char c;

! !  while (scanf("%d", &input) != 1)
! !  {
! ! !    while ((c = getchar()) != '\n')
! ! !        putchar(c);
! ! !    printf(" is not an integer\n");
! !  }
! !  return input;
! }

This function attempts to read an integer (int) into the variable input. If it fails to do so, it enters 
the body of the outer while loop. The inner while loop then reads the offending input and 
discards it, character by character. The function then prompts for the input again. The function 
persists until the user successfully enters an integer. 

Defensive programming might advocate that an if-then statement should always be coded with 
braces, even when the then part contains only a single statement: It also encompasses 
techniques designed to resolve some common programming deficiencies, related primarily to 
(the lack of) proper programming style. 

Prevention is often better than the cure.


